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Abstract 
The standard Pearson correlation coefficient, r，is a biased estimator of the population 
correlation coefficient, p巧，when the predictor (X) and the criterion (Y) are range restricted by 
the third variable (Z). This phenomenon is known as indirect range restriction (IRR) and is 
common in personnel selection. To correct the bias, Thomdike Case 3 (Case 3) corrected 
correlation coefficient, rc, has been recommended, yet its standard error estimation has 
received little attention. The present study applies the Chan-Chan (C-C) bootstrap approach to 
propose a method for the estimation of the standard error of r�and the construction of three 
confidence intervals for p^，including the standard interval, the bootstrap percentile (BP) 
interval and the bootstrap bias-corrected and accelerated percentile (BCa) interval. Under the 
manipulations of selection ratio, sample size and population correlations, a Monte Carlo 
simulation study was conducted to examine the accuracy of Case 3 correction, bootstrap 
standard error estimation and confidence intervals. Results indicated that, first, the Case 3 
corrected correlation generally underestimated the population correlation p ^ , but its 
overall accuracy was still reasonable. Second, the bootstrap standard error estimation was 
generally an accurate estimator of the empirical standard deviation of r�especially with large 
sample size and selection ratio. Finally, the BP interval and the BCa interval consistently 
outperformed the standard interval. 
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摘要 
當預測變項(predictor；^及效標變項(criterion Y)受到第三變數(third variable Z)約束 
時，以標準皮氏積差相關系數(standard Pearson correlation coefficient)評估它們的母體 
相關系數(population correlation coefficient)會存在一定的偏差，這種現象稱之爲間接値 
域約束（IRR)，常見於人事飄選之中。爲了修正此偏差，Thomdike Case 3 (Case 3)建議 
使用一個修正相關系數(rc) °可是，Case 3並沒有提供相關的標準差距(standard error) 
評估公式。本硏究旨在應用Chan-Chan (C-C) bootstrap途徑，從而提出一種標準差距的 
評估方法及三種信賴區域(confidence intervals)的建構方法；信賴區域包括標準區域 
(standard interval)�bootstrap 百分等級區域(BP interval)及 bootstrap BCa 百分等級區域 
(BCa interval)�硏究將透過控制飄選比率(selection ratio)�樣本規模(sample size)和母 
體相關系數’並進行蒙地卡羅•實驗(Monte Carlo simulation) ’從而檢測bootstrap所 
評估的標準差距及信賴區域的準確性。實驗結果顯示：第一，Case 3的修正相關系數 
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CHAPTER 1—INTRODUCTION 
Pearson correlation becomes unreliable when variables are subject to three different 
cases of range restrictions. To correct the range-restricted correlation, Thomdike (1949) 
proposed three formulae for the three cases respectively. In the first part of this chapter, the 
paper briefly describes the three cases of range restriction. Secondly，Case 3 is discussed in 
details, because of its significance in correlation analysis. Thirdly, apart from the description 
of the corrected correlation under range restriction, the paper depicts the estimation of 
standard error of corrected correlation and the construction of three confidence intervals for 
population correlation ( p巧).In the final section, the paper outlines the objectives of the 
present research. 
The investigation of how two variables are related is a crucial component in social 
science research (Bobko, 2001). A common method is correlation analysis which is usually 
indicated by the standard Pearson correlation coefficient (r), ranging from score of+1 to -1, 
where +1 means a perfect positive linear relationship between two variables, and -1 means a 
perfect negative linear relationship between two variables. However, Pearson correlation is 
not free from limitations. A common methodological problem is the estimation of the 
population correlation ( p ^ ) based on a biased sample (Duan & Dunlap，1997; Gullickson & 
Hopkins, 1976; Ree，Carretta, Earles & Albert, 1994). In other words, the correlation is 
inaccurate unless the data come from a relatively random sample. 
In real situation, data often do not come from a purely random sample. For example, 
in personnel selection, a common problem occurs when there is a relation between the 
predictor (X) (e.g. aptitude test) during applicant screening and the criterion (7) (e.g. 
performance appraisal) after successful recruitment. Basically, correlation between X and Y 
can be computed, but it may be inaccurate since those candidates scoring below certain X 
score have already been discarded in applicant selection, thus their Y score will be unavailable 
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(Huitema & Stein, 1993). This phenomenon is known as Thomdike Case 2 (Case 2) range 
restriction, which is the most common type of direct range restriction (DRR) in personnel 
selection. 
Apart from DRR, range restriction can occur indirectly, which is known as indirect 
range restriction (IRR). IRR is also common in personnel selection (Hunter & Schmidt, 1990; 
Linn, 1983). For example, numerous job applicants are initially selected by the third variable 
(Z) (e.g. language-ability test). Only those who score above certain cutoff score can proceed 
to the next round, during which ^  (e.g. leadership-training program) is administered for 
successful candidates. From the company's point of view, X should be worth for predicting Y 
(e.g. performance appraisal), thus human resources manager wishes to run a correlation 
analysis between Jf and Y. However, conventional correlation analysis is not reliable in this 
situation. Xand Fare restricted initially by Z, in a sense that selected (restricted)Xand Y 
should be top scores achieved by top applicants who have successfully passed Z. Therefore, 
lower Jf and 7 which should be obtained by imselected applicants are missing, and so 
conventional correlation analysis become unreliable. 
Thomdike's Three Formulae to Correct 
Correlation for Range Restriction 
In response to the problems of range restriction on conventional correlation analysis, 
formulae to correct for DRR and IRR were first introduced by Pearson (1903) but were 
discussed extensively by Thomdike (1949) (Aguinis & Whitehead, 1997; Chan, 2001). There 
are three cases in total, in which Case 1 and Case 2 occur under DRR and Case 3 occurs under 
IRR. In Case 1，range restriction occurs on X, and both restricted and unrestricted variances 
are only known on Y. Case 1 is relatively rare in personnel selection, because, for example, 
when job applicants do not pass the first round test (i.e., X), they will not have an opportunity 
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to work in the company and go through performance appraisal process (i.e., Y), thus 
unrestricted variance of Y is missing. In Case 2, range restriction also occurs on X, but only 
restricted and unrestricted variances are known on X. Case 2 is the most typical situation, 
because company often has a full set of applicants' information from the first round test, thus 
both the restricted and unrestricted variances of Jf can be computed. 
Significance of Case 3 
Given that Case 1 is relatively rare and Case 2 has been studied extensively (e.g. Chan, 
2001; Chan & Chan, 2004; Duan & Dunlap，1997; Millsap, 1989)，the current study focuses 
on Case 3. In Case 3, selection occurs on Z and both the restricted and unrestricted variances 
of Z are known. Under the three standard assumptions, including linearity of regression of Y 
on X and Z, homoscedasticity of the error distribution and trivariate normality, the corrected 
correlation coefficient is expressed as (Thomdike, 1947) 
i � , � ]> ^ ； 、？ (1) 
i 乂 J 1 4 4 J. 
where r^xy, fxz, and ryz are the uncorrected (restricted) correlations computed from restricted X 
and restricted 7, S] is the variance of unrestricted Z, and s ] is the variance of restricted Z. 
Although Case 3 is not uncommon in real situation, it has received fewer attentions 
than DRR (Alexander, Alliger, & Hanges, 1984; Alexander, Ranges, & Alliger, 1985; Chan, 
2001; Chan & Chan, 2004) with limited studies. One study was done by Aguinis and 
Whitehead (1997). The authors conducted a Monte Carlo simulation to examine the effects of 
IRR on the variance of r between variable x and y. They examined the difference between the 
empirical error variance ( S]) o f r and the estimated error variance (S] ) of r, where S] was 
computed by the square of Fisher standard error formula (Fisher SE formula) 
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1)1" (Fisher，1970), where n was the sample size of variable x or 乂 The 
manipulated parameters were the degree of IRR on Z, the size of restricted sample and the 
size of population correlations. Results indicated that the difference computed by ( - S]) 
was significant, where the greatest difference was found to be as large as 8.5% in a model 
condition. The differences were also positive across all the model conditions, displaying a 
negative bias of Fisher SE formula. The authors concluded that the impact of IRR on the 
sampling variance of r was comparable to that of DRR. Fisher SE formula was not applicable 
to the IRR sample. Other variance or standard error estimations should be introduced in order 
to correct the bias. 
Importance of Standard Error and Confidence Intervals 
Correlation corrected for DRR and IRR had been studied, yet, little is known 
regarding its standard error (Gross & Kagen，1983; Mendoza, Hart & Powell，1991). Report 
of r alone is not enough in current research. Olkin and Finn (1995) recommended the report 
of confidence interval in addition to r and hypothesis testing. Moreover, the American 
Psychological Association (2001，Section 1.10) stated that researcher should report the 
standard error of r，so that readers can notice its standard interval. Generally speaking, the 
report of standard error and confidence interval is the trend in recent psychological research. 
Research Gap in the Estimation of Standard Error of r�and the Construction of Confidence 
Intervals for p巧 
Fisher SE formula is a conventional method for estimating the standard error of r. 
However, as indicated by Aguinis and Whitehead (1997) that S] s were generally smaller than 
s i s. Fisher SE formula was not applicable to IRR. Moreover, Fisher SE formula handles only 
bivariate correlation. IRR correlation analysis incorporates Z with Jf and 7, thus Fisher SE 
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formula is not the best standard error estimation method of r � 
To modify Fisher formula such that three variables can be handled altogether, Kendall 
proposed a partial correlation formula (Kendall r formula) 
� . z = ( � 
and a standard error formula of rxy.z (Kendall SE formula) 
where r^y.z is the partial correlation between x and y control for z, k is the number of variables 
(i.e., A: is 3 in this example) and n is the sample size of variable x,y ox z (Stuart, Ord, & 
Arnold, 1994). However, although Kendall r formula can handle a trivariate correlation, it 
should be used without range restriction. Similar to the problem observed from Fisher SE 
formula, the substitution of Vc by � z in Kendall r formula is questionable. 
Due to the lack of reliable standard error estimation of correlation corrected for range 
restriction, Chan and Chan (2004) proposed a bootstrap approach (i.e., C-C approach). 
Basically, the authors resampled unrestricted Xand restricted Y B (i.e., 2000) times to obtain B 
numbers of bootstrap samples of unrestricted X and restricted Y. In each bootstrap sample, 
they computed the correlation corrected for Case 2 (rc2), and they obtained B numbers of rc2 
across B numbers of bootstrap samples. Finally, they computed the standard deviation of the 
rc2S by the standard formula. This method provided a standard error estimation of rc2, which 
was used for the construction of standard interval for p巧.However, this method was not free 
from limitations and was found biased in Case 2 correction (Chan & Chan, 2004). Chan and 
Chan (2004) proposed the alternatives~percentile-based intervals including bootstrap 
percentile (BP) interval and bootstrap bias-corrected and accelerated percentile interval (BCa) 
interval, in order to construct a more accurate confidence interval. To examine the accuracy of 
conventional standard interval and percentile-based intervals, the present study aims at 
constructing all the three confidence intervals and comparing their performances. Details 
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regarding C-C approach, bootstrap will be discussed in Chapter 2. 
Objectives of the Present Study 
Generally speaking, there is a lack of literature regarding the estimation of standard 
error of correlation corrected for range restriction and the construction of confidence interval 
for p巧 except C-C approach. However, C-C approach has only been testified in Case 2. Given 
that Case 3 is not uncommon, the purposes of this study are threefold. First, we assessed the 
accuracy of r�across 1000 trials of simulations. Second, we applied C-C approach for the 
estimation of the standard error of r� . Finally, we examined different types of confidence 
intervals for p巧 constructed by C-C approach. 
The present study contributes to the literature in several ways. First, it draws the 
attention to the implicit problem of range restriction in personnel selection. Human resources 
manager usually runs a correlation analysis between X and 7, but ignore that the sample has 
already been restricted by Z. Second, to the best of the author's knowledge, this is the first 
attempt to solve the problem of Case 3 by C-C approach. Given that C-C approach was found 
possible in Case 2, it is reasonable to further apply this approach to Case 3 restriction. Third, 
although Case 3 correction is common among researcher, its accuracy is seldom examined 
empirically, as it was computationally demanding. Because of the technological advancement, 
the present study can handle a huge data set under various manipulated conditions and across 
1000 trials of simulations to assess the accuracy of Case 3 correction. Finally, even if Case 3 
correction is found accurate, it does not provide a standard error estimation of�c . It is hoped 
that C-C approach can provide us with a new gateway to develop a standard-error estimation 
of rc and confidence-interval construction for p巧. 
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CHAPTER 2—BOOTSTRAP METHOD 
Bootstrap method is a common method for the estimation of standard error of 
corrected correlation. This chapter explains the basic principles of bootstrap method, depicts 
an empirical study in Case 2 conducted by Chan and Chan (2004), and discusses the 
confidence intervals constructed for the present study. 
Bootstrap method is a computer data-generation method for statistical inference (Efron 
& Tibshirani, 1993; Mendoza, Hart, & Powell, 1991). Its principle is to sample a given 
sample with replacement to form B numbers of bootstrap samples, where a statistical function 
can be performed in every bootstrap sample. A major advantage of the bootstrap method is 
that it is free of distributional assumptions about the data (Chan & Chan, 2004). The statistical 
characteristics in population level can be derived and estimated by replication of the given 
sample, in spite of complicated mathematical calculation and theoretical background. 
In particular, given a random sample with size n, that is jc = (xj, X2, X3, X4,.. .x„，), the 
first bootstrap random sample with the same size n, for example, jc*(l) = (pc], x"，X4”..^5), 
is generated by sampling with replacement n times from the original sample jc. Repeating the 
generation process B times, we have B numbers of bootstrap samples which are equal to [jc*(l), 
x*{2\ Then, we perform a statistical function on every bootstrap sample so 
that B numbers of bootstrap sample statistics { [^x (1)]，s[x (2)], (3)],...5[x (B)]} 
are obtained. Finally, the standard deviation of 5[x*(2)], 4i�3)]，…<s[jc*(B)] is 
calculated by the standard formula which acts as an estimate of the standard error of bootstrap 
sample statistics. 
Chan and Chan (2004) applied the bootstrap approach to Case 2. The data matrix 
observed under Case 2 had the original sample 
X 扭 L 
k :_， 
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where Xr is the restricted sample of X，X„ is the unselected sample of X, and Yr is the restricted 
sample of Y. Following the bootstrap procedure, the authors resampled the original sample to 
obtain B numbers of bootstrap samples [jc*(1),jc*(2), jc*(3),... x*(B)] which were equal to 
7；(1)1 \x: iB)\Y;(B)] 
、 ； c � ： r . - | _ 伪 ) l : J 
in Case 2. After getting B numbers of bootstrap samples [x\l),...jc*(B)], the authors 
performed the statistical function corrected for Case 2 by 
where r is the uncorrected (restricted) correlation between Xr and 7；., S^ is the unrestricted 
variance of X, and is the restricted variance of J^ r，on B numbers of bootstrap samples in 
order to generate B numbers of sampling statistics (rc2\ in which they were represented 
mathematically by 1)],.. .5[jc*(B)]}. Finally, they computed the standard deviation of 
5[jc*( 1)],.. }by the standard formula 
Af^{s[x\b)]-S[x {.)]}'}KB-I), 
V b=\ 
where 5[x*(.)] is the mean of . for the standard error estimation of rc2. 
Our study applied the C-C approach to Case 3. We modified the data matrix structure 
in Chan and Chan (2004) and performed statistical function (1) on it. Details regarding the 
procedures will be discussed in Chapter 3. 
Different Confidence Intervals Constructed for the Present Study 
Efron (1987), and Efron and Tibshirani (1993) presented numerous confidence 
intervals constructed by bootstrap methods. Among them, Chan and Chan (2004) suggested 
the use of standard interval, bootstrap percentile (BP) interval, and bootstrap bias-corrected 
and accelerated percentile (BCa) interval for p^ . Standard interval is common in parametric 
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statistics. Under normal distribution, Z(a) and z”_a�score are computed. When z (�and 这）are 
multiplied by bootstrap standard error, the computed scores become the upper and lower limit 
of the confidence interval. 
Among the bootstrap percentile-based confidence intervals, the BP interval is regarded 
as one of the simplest and least computationally demanding intervals (Mendoza, Hart, & 
Powell, 1991). It requires the ranking of the sampling statistics ) ] , . . . T h e 
lower endpoint of the interval is the ( B • a )th ordered sampling statistic, and the upper 
endpoint is theB. ( l -a ) th ordered sampling statistic. The interval constructed by these two 
endpoints is regarded as the bootstrap percentile (BP) interval. 
Finally, the BCa interval modifies the BP interval in the following two ways (Chan & 
Chan, 2004). First, it adjusts the BP intervals for correcting bias in the sample statistic (z). For 
instance, if z falls to the right of the median of the z-distribution, both of the endpoints of the 
confidence interval will be adjusted by shifting to the right. Second, it adjusts the skewness of 
the data. The purpose of the BCa interval is to improve the accuracy of the BP interval. 
However, Chan and Chan (2004) simulation study found that the BP interval outperformed 
the BCa interval. The present study could examine this atypical observation. 
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CHAPTER 3—A PROPOSED PROCEDURE FOR THE ESTIMATION OF STANDARD 
ERROR OF rc AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 
A SAS/IML (SAS Institute，1989) program is implemented. The program estimates 
the standard error of r^ and constructs three confidence intervals for p巧. 
Step 1: Obtain a bootstrap sample from the restricted sample 
In particular, the data matrix observed under IRR has the structure 
(2) 
/ ‘ • 
where (Z,’ Xr, Yr) is the restricted sample of size rir, and Z" is the unselected sample of size 
{N-nr% where N is the total combined sample size of restricted and unselected sample. After 
obtaining the data matrix in (2), compute the corrected correlation rc by (1). To generate the 
bootstrap sample, draw rir trivariate data points randomly with replacement from (Zr, Xr, Yr) to 
form the bootstrap restricted sample [ Z* (1)，X; (1)，Y: (1) ]. Next, with this restricted sample, 
compute the bootstrap restricted variance s]^ (1) and the bootstrap restricted 
correlation r ; (1)，r: (1) and r; (1) by the standard formulae. 
Step 2: Obtain a bootstrap sample from the unselected sample 
The bootstrap sample from Step 1 contains only the restricted [ Z* (1), X\ (1)，Y* (1)]. 
To fill in the remaining unselected sample Z* (1), generate (N-ttr) additional observations 
randomly with replacement from Z„. The combined bootstrap sample Z* (1) is therefore 
• . * Z* (1) consist of Z* (1) and Z* (1)，in which mathematically Z* (1) = : . Compute the 
corresponding bootstrap unrestricted variance S? (1) from the bootstrap sample Z* (1). 
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Step 3: Compute the bootstrap correlation corrected for range restriction 
Given s*^  (1), r : (1)，r: (1) and r ; (1) in Step 1, and (1) from Step 2, compute the 
bootstrap corrected correlation r:(l) by formula (1). 
Step 4: Compute the bootstrap standard error 
Since r* (1) reveals only the corrected correlation between Xand Y from the first 
bootstrap sample, repeat Steps 1 -3 B times to obtainr* (1)，r: (2),.", r* (B). After that, 
estimate the bootstrap standard error ofr*(1)，r*(2) (B)by 
where r j (.)=工：、r: (b) / B is the mean of B numbers of r:. 
A 
Step 5: Construct the bootstrap standard interval for p ^ hySEs 
A 
Given rcfrom Step 1 and SEb from Step 4, construct the 100(1 - 2 a )% bootstrap 
standard interval for p巧 by 
A 
， (4) 
where is the 100(1 - a )th percentile point in a standard normal distribution. Chan and 
A 
Chan (2004) stated that even though SEb is derived on the basis of nonparametric estimation, 
the bootstrap standard interval is still based on the normal approximation, thus (4) can be 
regarded as a traditional standard interval estimation. 
Step 6: Construct the bootstrap percentile interval for p ? 
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Rank the r: (1), r: (2),...,r: (B) obtained from Step 4 in ascending order such that 
r' [1]化* [2] < …：^  r* [fi] represents the ordered bootstrap estimates. The 100(1 - 2 a )% 
bootstrap percentile (BP) interval for p巧 is 
r:[l]，r:[u]\, (5) 
\ y 
where I = B a and u = B-{[-a). If /and u are non-integers, they are rounded off 
r ) > > 
conservatively to the nearest integers I and u，thus resulting in / < / and u > u. 
Step 7: Construct the bootstrap BCa interval for p ^ 
As stated above, the BP interval may be biased in terms of its coverage probability. 
Construct the BCa interval to correct for the skewness of normal distribution. There are two 
critical correction factors: z and a. First, 
z = 丨 [ •⑷〈叫， (6) 
B 
where O"' (.) is the inverse of the standard normal distribution function and# r: (b) < r^ IB is 
the proportion of bootstrap r: below the original sample estimates r .^ Generally speaking, z 
measures the median bias of r* which refers to the discrepancy between the median of r* and 
rc in normal units (Efron, & Tibshirani，1993). In a special case, z becomes zero when exactly 
half of the rc*{b) values are less than or equal to rc. 
Second, 
Z h O - r . O ) ] 
“ = 7 ^ j ^ ， （7) 
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where /•�(/) is the jackknife value of Vc generated by removing the ith observation in (2) 
and fc (.) = fc (0 / n, is the mean of the iVJackknife estimates. After obtaining the two 
correction factors z and a, we compute 
z + z 
and 
z + z 
where o Q is the cumulative standard normal distribution function and z is the 100( a )th 
percentile point of a standard normal distribution. Thus, the 100(1 - 2 a )% bootstrap BCa 
interval for p ^ is 
( \ 
d H ， d H ， (10) 
V / 
where l* = B-a�and w* = 5 • (l - ) are the lower and upper limits of the BCa interval 
respectively. I f /* and u* are non-integers, they are rounded off conservatively to the nearest 
r I » » . 
integers I and u，thus resulting in / < /* and u > u*. The quantity of a is known as 
acceleration because it refers to 'the rate of change of the standard error of r^  with respect to 
the true parameter value，(Efron & Tibshirani，1993，p. 186). Technical details are out of the 
scope of our study. Interested readers can refer to Efron (1987)，and Efron and Tibshirani 
(1993). 
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CHAPTER METHODS 
A Monte Carlo simulation study was conducted following C-C approach. Trivariate X, 
y, Z arrays were generated from multivariate normal populations. The effect of selection ratio 
{n), restricted sample size («r) and population inter-correlations ( p 砂 , p 总， a n d ) on r�were 
examined. 
Model Specifications 
Factor 1: Selection Ratio n 
Range restriction on Z causes indirect range restriction on X and Y, and the proportion 
of restriction is converted to selection ratio tt . Selection ratio is the ratio of the restricted 
sample size to the unrestricted sample size (i.e.,;r= n/N). In the current simulation following 
Chan and Chan (2004) manipulations, selection ratio ranged from five different levels一 
.05，.10, .20，.30，and .50. A small selection ratio atTT =.05 represented a very severe selection, 
meaning that only the top 5% of population distribution of Z scores were selected to proceed 
the next round. 
Factor 2: Size of the Restricted Sample rir 
Restricted sample size ？v was manipulated at values of 20，60，and 100. These values 
represented the usual personnel selection, as the median sample size of selection was found to 
be 68 in 1500 validation studies (Lent，Aurbach, & Levin, 1971). 
Factor 3: Strength of the Unrestricted Correlations ( p^ , p ” , and p ^ ) 
Following Cohen mle-of-thumb for the strength of effect size, population 
correlation/?砂was specified at values of 0.2, 0.5，and 0.8 indicating a low, medium, and high 
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correlation between Jf and Y, respectively, p^ and were grouped into four factorial 
conditions: Large-Large (L-L), Large-Small (L-S), Small-Large (S-L), and Small-Small (S-S) 
(Table 1). We kept the simulation procedure manageable by eliminating some unimportant 
manipulated parameters including Medium-Medium, because we focused more on the various 
strengths of p巧 on rc but not the influence of p^ and p^ on /•�Moreover, pilot simulation 
study found that some model conditions were not possible when we followed Cohen mle-of-
thumb strictly for weak and strong effect size. For instance, the condition “ p砂=.80 p ^ = .80 
and py^  = .20” was difficult to generate because X, F, and Z were inter-correlated with each 
other. When the relation between^and Fand betweenXand Z were strong, it was impossible 
to manipulate a very weak relation between Y and Z. After a series of model-condition testing, 
we observed that with L-L, the smallest py^  should be .30 for stable data generation. Similarly, 
when p巧=.20 p这=.20，we should set the largest p界 as .60. 
Table 1 
Four factorial conditions combining p^ and p 界.Bracket indicates the correlation coefficient 
Condition p 总 Py, 
l.S-S Small (.20) Small (.30) 
2. S-L Small (.20) Large (.60) 
3. L-S Large (.80) Small (.30) 
4. L-L Large (.80) Large (.60) 
To summarize, the three factors were factorically combined to provide 5x3x12 
(Selection ratio % x Restricted Sample Size rir x Population Inter-correlationsp^，p紅，= 
180 different simulation conditions. 
Procedure 
First, to obtain the first normal sample, trivariate {X, Y, Z) arrays of size N = rtr/n 
were generated by a SAS/IML program (Appendix A) (SAS Institute, 1989) from multivariate 
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normal populations with a zero mean and a unit variance with bivariate correlations p巧,p^, 
and py^. Second, by repeating the first procedure1000 trials, 1000 normal samples were 
simulated. Finally, within each of the 1000 samples, 2000 bootstrap replications were 
performed. 
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CHAPTER 5—ASSESSMENTS 
Criterion 1: To assess the accuracy of the Case 3 correction across 1000 Monte Carlo 
replications, we examined the percentage bias (PBr) in every model condition, which was 
一 — 1000 
computed by [( r�一 p砂）/ p砂]x 100%，where r^  = [ X c^ (01! 1000. We also computed the 
average absolute percentage bias (APBr) of the total 180 model conditions by 
180 
[X! I^^r (0|]/180xl 00%. If APBr is small, the Case 3 correction is considered reasonable. 
1=1 
Criterion 2: In every model condition, we computed the average bootstrap standard 
— A 
error SE b by (/)]/! 000 and assessed its accuracy by its percentage bias (PBse), 
/=i 
A 
which was computed by [{SE b- SD i；)/ SD ^]x.\00 % . If the average absolute percentage 
180 
bias (APBse) of the total 180 model conditions computed by 180x100% is 
i= l 
small, the bootstrap standard-error estimation is considered reasonable. 
Criterion 3: In every model condition，the standard interval is accurate if its observed 
coverage probability falls inside the 99% sampling interval for the expected coverage (i.e.， 
0.95). By normal approximations, the 99% sampling interval for the expected coverage is 
approximately 0.95 土 2.576^(0.95)(0.05)/1000，that is (0.93，0.97). Across 180 model 
conditions, the ideal number that the observed coverage probabilities fell inside the 99% 
sampling interval should be 180. Practically speaking, the ideal number is difficult to reach 
and we accept 10% error (i.e. 162). 
Criterion 4: In every model condition, the BP interval is considered reasonable if its 
observed coverage probability lies within the 99% sampling interval for the expected 
coverage (i.e., 0.95). By normal approximations, the 99% sampling interval for the expected 
coverage is approximately 0.95 土 2,576V(0.95)(0.05)/1000，that is (0.93，0.97). Across 180 
model conditions, the ideal number that the observed coverage probabilities fell inside the 
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99% sampling interval should be 180. Practically speaking, the ideal number is difficult to 
reach and we accept 10% error (i.e. 162). 
Criterion 5: In every model condition, the BCa interval is considered reasonable if its 
observed coverage probability lies within the 99% sampling interval for the expected 
coverage (i.e., 0.95). By normal approximations, the 99% sampling interval for the expected 
coverage is approximately 0.95 士 2.576V(0,95)(0.05) /1000，that is (0.93，0.97). Across 180 
model conditions, the ideal number that the observed coverage probabilities fell inside the 
99% sampling interval should be 180. Practically speaking, the ideal number is difficult to 
reach and we accept 10% error (i.e. 162). 
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CHAPTER 6—RESULTS 
This chapter discusses the results in detail. The first section examines the accuracy of 
average correlation corrected for IRR ( ) across 180 model conditions. The second part 
discusses the accuracy of empirical standard deviation (SDE) o f r�Third , it assesses the 
accuracy of standard error of r^by examining its percentage bias relative to SDE. In the final 
depiction, it evaluates the performance of the three confidence intervals by assessing their 
coverage probability respectively. 
Accuracy of Average Correlation Corrected for IRR ( ) 
Table 2 reports r^ and its percentage bias (PBr) relative to p巧 in every model 
condition. The observations are summarized in four aspects. First, the Case 3 formula 
generally underestimated the population correlation . Out of the total 180 model conditions, 
171 obtained negative percentage biases. Regarding the overall accuracy of the Case 3 
correction, the APBr was 6.20% which was considered small because, firstly, a single-digit 
absolute percentage bias is difficult to reach across large number of model conditions, 
especially some of them were considered undesirable conditions (e.g. small p巧，n" and tt ) 
for Case 3 correction. Secondly, 6.20% was even much smaller than double-digit percentage 
bias (10%), meaning that the reliability of Case 3 correction was further supported. Generally 
speaking, assessment criterion 1 is considered reasonable. 
Second，the accuracy of r^  improved as increases. This is generally consistent with 
the simulation study by Chan and Chan (2004) that the accuracy of r�improved when sample 
size was enlarged. It is understandable because when «；. increased, the numbers of data points 
in XR and YR increased. Since more restricted data points that had come from the unrestricted X 
and Y were available for the estimations of R^Y, RXZ and r^ z. Case 3 correction 
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improved gradually. 
Third, the accuracy of r^  depended positively on;r. This finding is similar to Chan 
and Chan (2004) that high selection ratio increased the accuracy of r� . Given N was constant, 
when n increased gradually from .05 to .50，the restricted sample size «；. increased, thus 
resulting that the restricted sample contained more data points that had came from the original 
unrestricted sample. Given the more reliable estimates of r^ y, "xz，ryz, S^，and , the 
performance of Case 3 correction improved gradually. 
Finally, regarding the performance of r^  across S-S，S-L, L-S and L-L, the most 
accurate correction was S-S, the second was S-L, the third was L-S, while the worst was L-L. 
This observation was due to the degree of representative data points existed in the Xr and Yr. 
Figure 1 illustrates a hypothetical data set and describes the effect of S-S and L-L on the 
restricted variance of Xr and Yr. Suppose we have two hypothetical data sets with S-S and L-L 
respectively and other parameters are held constant. The restricted Z scores in both S-S and L-
L should be higher, where they range from 100 to 85，because job applicants should achieve 
good performance in the first round selection process. Under S-S，as the relation between X 
and Z and the relation between Y and Z are both weak, the data points in Xr and Yr should not 
necessarily be high scores consistent with those in restricted Z. As a result，the Xr and Yr can 
capture larger variance which is more representative to the unrestricted Xand Y, However, 
under L-L, the data points in Xr and [ are forced to be consistent with the higher data points 
in Zr. The restricted variance oiXr and Yr becomes smaller than the original unrestricted X and 
y, thus resulting in an unstable Case 3 correction. 
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Table 2 
Thorndike Case 3 Average Correlation Coefficients Corrected for Indirect Range Restriction 
(r,) and their Percentage Bias (PBr) Relative to p巧 
Pxz=-20，广.30 
_ _ ^ ^ r上 PBr ^ PBr ^ PBr 
20 .05 .175 -12.72 .471 -5.75 .780 -2 53 
•10 .184 -7.92 .481 -3.82 .786 -1.76 
•20 .187 -6.45 .485 -2.97 .790 -1.26 
.30 .179 -10.31 .479 -4.14 .789 -1.34 
•50 .189 -5.54 .485 -3.04 .790 -1.25 
60 .05 .196 -1.80 .489 -2.14 .793 -0.92 
.10 .198 -1.06 .496 -0.79 .797 -0.33 
.20 .196 -2.16 .499 -0.11 .799 -0.74 
.30 .199 -2.83 .499 -0.26 .800 -0.02 
.50 .194 -2.79 .496 -0.81 .798 -2.98 
100 .05 .197 -1.41 .495 -0.99 .796 -0.45 
.10 .200 0.19 .496 -0.72 .797 -0.34 
•20 .199 -0.74 .499 -0.20 .799 -0 10 
•30 .199 -0.39 .500 0.02 .800 -0.05 
.50 .197 -1.47 .499 -0.20 .800 -0.03 
_ _ H l ^ PBr 7c PBr T^ PB, 
20 .05 .158 -20.94 .473 -5.39 .803 0.33 
.10 .166 -16.94 .474 -5.29 .800 -0 03 
.20 .169 -15.35 .481 -3.76 .792 -0.98 
.30 .160 -20.07 .470 -6.04 .787 -1 57 
.50 .182 -8.79 .484 -3.25 .789 -1 40 
60 .05 .188 -6.23 .494 -1.19 .804 0.52 
.10 .197 -1.60 .500 -0.10 .803 0.35 
•20 .188 -6.02 .492 -1.62 .799 -0 13 
.30 .190 -5.15 .493 -1.45 .798 -0.23 
.50 .195 -2.64 .495 -0.91 .797 -4 29 
100 .05 .194 -2.86 .499 -2.73 .800 -0.03 
.10 .200 -0.18 .501 0.17 .805 0 62 
•20 .195 -2.55 .497 -0.69 .799 -Oil 
•30 .196 -1.87 .497 -0.55 .799 -0.14 
.50 .200 0.19 .501 0.17 .799 -0.10 
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Table 2 (continued) 
�=.20 -"“"“ p^ = .50 ‘ p^^-M — 
rir ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ PBr 
^ ^ -33.42 543 A l J i 7 m 
.10 .141 -29.68 .452 -9.63 .771 -3.65 
.20 .144 -28.18 .472 -5.55 .783 -2.15 
.30 .148 -26.21 .455 -8.97 .777 -2.92 
.50 .165 -17.55 .476 -4.84 .777 -4.65 
60 .05 .177 -11.44 .482 -3.64 .788 -1.56 
.10 .181 -9.58 .484 -3.09 .786 -1.69 
.20 .186 -6.96 .485 -3.09 .788 -1.44 
.30 .185 -7.71 .488 -2.40 .788 -1.54 
.50 .194 -2.89 .496 -0.75 .793 -0.85 
100 .05 .188 -5.77 .488 -2.31 .792 -1.03 
.10 .192 -3.97 .491 -1.80 .792 -1.00 
.20 .192 -3.91 .492 -1.62 .792 -1.04 
.30 .188 -5.83 .491 -1.78 .793 -0.87 
.50 .197 -1.68 .499 -2.03 .797 -0.42 
P^.^'M / v = . 6 0 
Pxy=-20 一 Pxy= -^0 — Pxy= 80 
” r ^ ^ PBr ^ PBr ^ PBr 
^ ^ ^ -80.64 J36 
.10 .073 -63.74 .412 -17.55 .750 -6.24 
.20 .106 -47.22 .419 -16.12 .764 -4.48 
.30 .114 -42.94 .428 -14.46 .763 -4.60 
.50 .150 -25.16 .456 -8.80 .773 -3.33 
60 .05 .151 -24.44 .466 -6.81 .781 -2.33 
.10 .154 -22.75 .474 -5.18 .782 -2.22 
.20 .171 -14.50 .477 -4.62 .786 -1.69 
.30 .180 -10.12 .479 -4.28 .787 -1.67 
.50 .181 -9.72 .488 -2.44 .795 -6.81 
100 .05 .169 -15.50 .481 -3.85 .788 -1.46 
.10 .176 -11.79 .484 -3.20 .790 -1.27 
.20 .188 -5.83 .486 -2.76 .793 -0.85 
.30 .188 -5.78 .485 2.95 .792 -0.99 
.50 .187 -6.50 .492 -1.63 .797 -4.26 
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In addition, although correction in S-S was relatively more accurate than those in S-L, 
L-S and L-L, its effect on Case 3 correction was not robust in small n , rir and p巧.As 
discussed in points two and three above, the number of restricted data points depended 
positively on n and nr. When tt and rir were both small, the number of restricted data points 
became small and they could not represent the unrestricted sample appropriately. Small p^ y 
even deteriorated the accuracy. For instance, under S-S, when n was .05, w^was 20 and 
Pj^ y was .20，PBr was only marginally acceptable (-12.72%). Under L-L with the smallest ;r, rir, 
and � P B r was extremely undesirable (-80.64%). 
Empirical Standard Deviation (SDE) of R^ 
Table 3 indicates the empirical standard deviations of R^ {SDE) across 1000 simulations. 
Generally speaking, no matter what the strength of p^ and p界 was, SDE decreased gradually 
as p巧 or Yir increased, or both. This finding is consistent with Chan and Chan (2004) that 
decreasing empirical standard deviations were obtained with increasing p巧 or rir, or both. 
Moreover, SDe generally decreased as 71 increased. No obvious relation was found between 
SDE and p^^, p^ ^ relationship. 
Accuracy of Standard Error Estimate 
A 
We compared the average bootstrap standard error estimate {SE B) and the empirical 
standard deviation {SDE) in terms of their percentage bias (PBse) across 1000 simulations. As 
A 
indicated in Table 3，the bootstrap standard error estimates SE B were generally accurate in 
estimating the empirical standard deviations SDe. Most of the model conditions achieved 
satisfactory percentage biases which were smaller than 10%. Exceptions were mainly found 
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in the conditions with highp^and S-S, where the worst percentage bias (23.86%) was 
� 
obtained when 20 and71 = .20. Accuracy of SE b gradually improved as rir orn,ox both 
increased. This is obvious since more data points in Xr and Yr coming from the original 
unrestricted X and F were available for resampling, thus resulting in a more accurate 
estimation. 
Moreover, the negatively biased conditions outnumbered the positively biased 
conditions. Most of the negative biases were found with a) S-L, b) L-S and c) L-L with small 
and medium p巧.The remaining positive PBse existed mainly under a) S-S and b) L-L with 
A 
large p巧.On the other hand, regarding the overall performance oiSE b , the average absolute 
percentage bias (APBse) across all the model conditions was 4.59% which was even smaller 
than APBr. Generally speaking, even though the Case 3 formula under-corrected r to as 
most of the model conditions achieved satisfactory performances and the APBse was 
acceptable, assessment criterion 2 is reasonable, meaning that the average bootstrap standard 
A 
error SE « estimates the empirical standard deviation SDe appropriately. 
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Table 2 
Average Bootstrap Standard Error (SE b ) for Indirect Range Restriction, Empirical 
Standard Deviation (SDE) and Percentage Bias (PBJ Between SE B andSPE 
p 广 3 0 
P 巧 = � = . 5 0 —"""" �=.80 — 
^R 7T SE A SDE PBse SEB SDE PBse SIEB SDE PBse 
20 .05 .334 .314 6.36' .286 .258 11.10 .170 .142 19.67 
.10 .307 .293 5.03a .259 .240 7.90" .149 .127 17.11 
.20 .286 .268 6.80" .240 .212 13.31 .135 .109 23.86 
.30 .270 .259 4.32^ .225 .204 10.33 .125 .103 20.78 
.50 .243 .246 -1.24^  .200 .199 .80卜 .109 .100 8.92" 
60 .05 .180 .179 .47b .146 .136 7.33" .076 .068 11.15 
.10 .168 .163 2.57b .133 .126 5.43" .068 .061 10.95 
.20 .154 .150 2.84b .122 .114 6.78' .061 .056 7.78' 
.30 .146 .151 -3.30b .115 .115 .79^ .057 .054 7.18' 
.50 .136 .137 -l.lOb .108 .105 2.31" .054 .052 3.90^ 
100 .05 .136 .128 6.37a .108 .099 8.50" .054 .048 11.25 
.10 .126 .125 .5lb .100 .097 223^ .050 .047 5.43" 
.20 .117 .118 -1.12b .092 .091 1.22'' .045 .044 3.81^ 
.30 .112 .112 -.7lb .087 .085 2.47^ .043 .041 5.89' 
.50 .105 .106 -1.06b .082 .080 2.79^ .040 .038 5.92^ 
Pu=.20’ 
= �=.50 �=.80 
打 R n SEB SDE PBse SE B SDE PBse SE B SDE PBse 
^ ^ ^ ； 2 % ； A ^ l 4 7 
.10 .316 .326 -3.22b 268 .269 -.31'' .144 .147 -2.10^ 
.20 .295 .299 .247 .242 2.37" .138 .136 1.98'' 
.30 .279 .288 -3.29^ .233 .238 -2.10^ .130 .136 -4.35^ 
.50 .252 .271 -6.86a .210 .224 -6.10" .118 .127 -6.99" 
60 .05 .200 .209 -4.18" .163 .170 -3.68" .086 .089 -3.90'' 
.10 .186 .197 -5.24a .152 .157 -3.23^ .080 .081 -.71'' 
.20 .173 .180 -4.24b .141 .143 -1.69'' .075 .075 .34'' 
.30 .162 .172 -5.43a 132 .137 .3.84^ .071 .071 -.96^ 
.50 .150 .153 -1.98b .121 .123 -1.43b .064 .065 -1.42^ 
100 .05 .158 .165 -4.50" .128 .133 -3.48^ .069 .075 -9.10' 
.10 .147 .151 -2.78b .119 .121 -1.61^ .063 .062 0.97*' 
.20 .135 .144 -5.81" .109 .115 -4.60" .059 .060 -2.00^ 
.30 .127 .134 -4.93b .103 .105 -2.08^ .055 .056 -3.17^ 
.50 .117 .120 -2.27b .094 .094 -.18^ .049 .049 .02'' 
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Table 2 (continued) 
P辽=.80’ / V = . 3 0 
P.y= 20 ""“ P^ = .50 ~ p , .80 — 
71 SEB SDE PBSE SE B SDE PBSC SIE B SDE PBSE 
20 .05 .356 -8.36« .310 ： ^ ^ ^ L O F " 
.10 .340 .359 -5.45a .294 .322 -8.86^ .157 .168 -6.20^ 
.20 .316 .334 -5.60" .269 .285 -5.32^ .146 .146 -.05^ 
•30 .296 .330 -10.34 .255 .281 -9.20^ .149 .142 -1.22^ 
.50 .273 .290 -6.04^ .228 .247 -7.48^ .130 .137 -4.65^ 
60 .05 .226 .244 -7.46" .192 .211 -8.79" .102 .112 -8.99' 
.10 .213 .231 -7.97a .179 .195 -8.08" .097 .105 -7.35" 
.20 .194 .208 -6.80" .165 .179 -8.18" .089 .092 -3.26^ 
.30 .181 .193 -5.87a .154 .159 -3.27^ .084 .086 -3.05'' 
.50 .164 .169 -3.12b 136 140 -2.56^ .073 .077 -4.61*' 
100 .05 .183 .193 -4.90b .154 .167 -1,5T .083 .088 -6.30^ 
.10 .170 .179 -4.90b .142 .159 -10.26 .077 .083 -6.41" 
.20 .155 .172 -10.01 .131 .136 -4.16^ .070 .073 -2.98^ 
.30 .144 .152 -5.23a 121 .125 -2.96^ .065 .065 .65^ 
•50 .128 .130 -1,22b .106 .111 -3.93^ .057 .059 -4.28^ 
P^-M P广.60 
Pxy = .20 P,y = -80 
^R N SEB SDE PBsc SE, SDE PBse SE B SDE PBse 
20 ^ ^ - 1 . 4 1 " ： ^ ： 3 3 8 ^ ^ 213 210 
.10 .335 .342 -1.94b .308 .299 3.10^ .199 .186 7.40" 
.20 .304 .313 -3.14b 279 .278 .171 .162 5.80^ 
. 3 0 . 2 8 8 . 2 9 7 - 2 . 8 8 ^ . 2 5 9 . 2 6 9 - 3 . 8 3 匕 . 1 5 7 . 1 5 4 2 . 2 5 * ' 
•50 .258 .256 .89*' .227 .230 -1.57^ .133 .135 -1.17^ 
60 .05 .201 .196 2.57b .180 .184 -2.08^ .106 .099 7.28" 
.10 .185 .182 1.53b .166 .162 2.13*' .096 .098 -2.32^ 
.20 .165 .165 .09b .148 .150 -1.33^ .085 .088 -3.68^ 
.30 .154 .157 -2.20b .137 .140 -2.17b .078 .078 -.05'' 
.50 .141 .140 .72" .122 .120 1.68^ .066 .066 .53^ 
100 .05 .151 .148 2.14b .136 .136 -0.09'' .078 .077 
• 10 .137 .136 1.18b .124 .119 3.97^ .071 .071 1.21^ 
.20 .124 .123 .93b .112 .115 -2.59^ .063 .060 4.47^ 
.30 .116 .117 -.23^ .104 .108 -3.76^ .058 .056 2.52^ 
•50 .108 .107 .52' .093 .094 .050 .051 -2.75^ 
Note, a Percentage Bias that is between 50/^ 1 and io%| 
b Percentage Bias that is below 50/� 
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Accuracy of Confidence Intervals 
The present study constructed three confidence intervals—standard interval, BP 
interval, and BCa interval. Table 4 reports the converge probabilities across 1000 simulations. 
To examine the accuracy of particular confidence interval, our study constructed a 99% 
sampling interval for the expected probability .95 using normal approximations. If an 
observed coverage probability in a model condition falls inside the 99% sampling interval, its 
individual confidence interval will be considered appropriate and is labeled in Table 4. There 
were total 180 observed coverage probability scores for standard interval, BP interval and 
BCa interval across 180 model conditions. The observations were threefold. First，the BP 
interval and the BCa interval significantly outperformed the standard interval. The accuracy 
of standard interval became even worse when a) rir and n were both small and b) p ^ - py^  
relation was L-S or S-L. 
Second, although both the BP interval and the BCa interval were generally accurate in 
the coverage-probability assessment, the BP interval performed even better with large p^ . 
The coverage probabilities of the BP interval ranged from .91 to .98, with an average of .95， 
which exactly matched with the expected coverage probability. Out of the 180 total model 
conditions, the BP interval included the expected coverage probability in 173 conditions, 
which outperformed the 160 inclusions made by the BCa interval and 76 inclusions 
constructed by the standard interval. In other words, over 96% of BP interval's observed 
coverage probabilities were found inside the 99% sampling interval, and this supported 
assessment criterion 3 that the BP interval is extremely accurate. For the BCa interval, nearly 
90% of the model conditions satisfied the coverage of observed coverage probability, thus 
BCa interval is still reasonable. However, less than half of the model conditions of standard 
interval did include the observed coverage probabilities. Assessment criterion 5 is not 
satisfied, meaning that the accuracy of standard interval is unreliable. 
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Table 2 
Converge Probabilities of the 95% Confidence Intervals/or p^^ By Different Methods 
P:A=-20, / V = . 3 0 
〜 = 〜 = 5 0 〜 = . 8 0 
^ ClI BP B ~ CIs BP BCr" CIs BP BCa 
2 0 . 0 5 . 9 3 a . 9 8 . 9 6 a . 9 5 ' . 9 7 ' . 9 7 ' . 9 5 ' 9 7 a 9 7 « 
. 1 0 . 9 2 .9T . 9 5 a . 9 4 a . 9 7 " . 9 6 a 9 5 a 9 7 a 9 9 
. 2 0 . 9 4 a .9T . 9 6 ^ . 9 3 a . 9 7 a . 9 6 ^ .94' .96' . 9 9 
. 3 0 . 9 4 a . 9 7 a . 9 7 a . 9 4 ^ .97' .96' . 9 4 ^ .96' .95' 
. 5 0 . 9 1 . 9 4 a . 9 5 a . 9 1 . 9 4 a . 9 5 a . 9 2 . 9 5 a . 9 8 
6 0 . 0 5 . 9 3 a . 9 6 ' . 9 4 a . 9 5 a . 9 6 ' . 9 4 ' . 9 5 ^ . 9 7 ^ . 9 5 a 
• 10 .94a .96" .94 a .94 a .95 a .94 a .95 a .96 a .95 a 
. 2 0 . 9 4 a . 9 6 a . 9 5 a . 9 4 a . 9 7 a . % a .94 a . 9 6 a 9 3 
. 3 0 . 9 3 a . 9 5 a . 9 5 a . 9 3 a . 9 4 a . 9 4 a . 9 4 a . 9 5 a . 9 5 a 
. 5 0 . 9 4 a . 9 6 " . 9 5 a . 9 5 a . 9 5 a . 9 5 a . 9 5 a . 9 5 a . 9 5 a 
1 0 0 . 0 5 . 9 5 a . 9 6 " . 9 5 a . 9 5 " . 9 7 a . 9 6 a 9 5 a ^ g a 9 7 a 
. 1 0 . 9 5 a . 9 6 a . 9 5 ^ . 9 5 a . 9 6 a 9 5 a 9 6 a 9 6 a 9 5 a 
. 2 0 . 9 4 a . 9 5 a . 9 4 a . 9 4 a . 9 6 a . 9 5 a 9 4 a 9 6 a 9 5 a 
. 3 0 . 9 3 " . 9 4 a . 9 4 a . 9 5 a . 9 5 a . 9 5 a . 9 5 " . 9 5 a . 9 5 a 
• 5 0 . 9 4 a . 9 5 ^ . 9 4 a . 9 5 a . 9 6 a 9 5 a 9 5 a 9 6 a 
P^=.60 
〜=.20 P.Y = -50 p砂=.80 
rir ^ ^ B? B f CIs BP BCr" CIs BP BCa 
2 0 . 0 5 . 9 2 . 9 7 a . 9 6 a 9 2 9 7 a 9 5 a 別 . 9 4 ^ . 9 2 
. 1 0 . 9 0 . 9 6 a 9 5 a 9 2 . 9 6 « . 9 5 " . 9 0 . 9 5 ^ . 9 2 
. 2 0 . 9 0 . 9 6 a 9 5 a 9 2 . ^ a 9 5 a 9 Q 9 4 a 9 4 a 
. 3 0 . 8 9 . 9 4 a . 9 4 a . 9 1 . 9 4 a . 9 4 a . 8 9 . 9 3 a . 9 1 
. 5 0 . 8 8 . 9 2 . 9 4 a . 8 8 . 9 3 ^ . 9 3 ^ . 8 7 . 9 1 . 9 2 
6 0 . 0 5 . 9 2 . 9 6 ' . 9 3 " . 9 2 . 9 7 " . 9 3 " . 8 7 . 9 4 " . 9 1 
. 1 0 . 9 1 . 9 4 a . 9 3 a . 9 1 . 9 5 a . 9 3 a . 9 0 9 5 a 9 4 a 
. 2 0 . 9 2 . 9 4 " . 9 3 a . 9 3 " . 9 5 ' . 9 5 " . 9 0 . 9 4 " . 9 4 ^ 
. 3 0 . 9 1 . 9 4 a . 9 2 . 9 2 . 9 4 a . 9 3 a . 9 2 9 5 ' 9 4 ' 
. 5 0 . 9 3 a . 9 5 a . 9 5 a . 9 3 a . 9 4 a . 9 3 a . 9 2 . 9 4 a . 9 4 a 
1 0 0 . 0 5 . 9 2 . 9 5 " . 9 3 " . 9 2 . 9 6 ' . 9 3 ' . 8 9 . 9 4 " . 9 2 
. 1 0 . 9 2 . 9 4 a . 9 3 a . 9 3 a . 9 5 a . 9 3 a . 9 1 . 9 4 a . 9 4 a 
. 2 0 . 9 2 . 9 4 a . 9 3 ' . 9 2 . 9 4 ^ . 9 4 ' . 9 2 . 9 5 ' . 9 4 a 
. 3 0 . 9 3 a . 9 5 ^ . 9 4 a . 9 3 " . 9 5 a . 9 4 a . 9 3 a .94 a 9 4 a 
.50 .94" .94 a .95 a .93 a .95 a .95 a .92 .94 a 94 a 
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Table 2 (continued) 
P x z二观 /V=.30 
P巧=-20 〜二 .50 p砂二 .80 
nr tt ^ B ? B ~ CIs B P B C a — Clg BP BCa 
20 .05 .88 .95^ .93^ .89 .95 & .92 .91 .96^ .91 
.10 .90 .96^ .95 a .87 .94 a .93 a .90 .95^ .89 
.20 .88 .95 a .95 a .89 .94 a .94 a .91 .96' .93^ 
.30 .87 .93" .93" .88 .92 .93" .92 .95^ .93" 
.50 .89 .93 a .95" .89 .94" .94" .91 .94" .94" 
60 .05 .91 .94 a .94 a .87 .93 a .91 .87 .94^ .90 
.10 .90 .94 a .94" .89 .93" .93" .88 .93' .92 
.20 .91 .94 a .94" .89 .93 a .92 .90 .93" .93" 
.30 .91 .92 .93^ .91 .94^ .95^ .91 .94^ .93^ 
.50 .92 .94 a .94" .91 .94 a .94" .91 .94" .93' 
100 .05 .92 .94 a .94 a .89 .94' .93' .88 .94^ .93' 
.10 .90 .94 a .94" .88 .93" .92 .88 .94" .93" 
.20 .90 .93 a .92 .91 .94 a .94" .92 .95" .95" 
.30 .91 .94 a .94 a .92 .94 a .94 a .92 .95 a .95 a 
.50 .94 a .95" .95" .92 .94" .94^ .92 .92 .93" 
Pxz =M = 
〜 = p 砂 = . 8 0 
冗 5 BP B ~ CIs BP BCa— CIs BP BCa 
20 .05 .88 .94 a .95 a .90 .94 a .94 a .92 .95^ .93^ 
.10 .89 .93^ .94 a .93 a .95^ .96' .95' .95' .96' 
.20 .90 .94 a .95 a .91 .94 a .96" .93 a .95 a .94 a 
.30 .90 .94" .95' .90 .93' .94' .92 .94" .94" 
.50 .92 .94 a .96" .92 .92 .95" .92 .93" .95' 
60 .05 .94 a .94" .96' .92 .94' .94' .92 .93" .93^ 
.10 .92 .93 a .94 a .92 .95' .95 a .92 .93' .94" 
.20 .94 a .95" .95' .93" .93" .94" .92 .93" .93" 
.30 .94 a .94 a .95 a .94 a .95 a .95 a .93 a .94 a .94 a 
.50 .94' .95' .96 a .94' .95' .95" .92 .93" .94" 
100 .05 .95 a .94^ .95 a .94 a .94 a .94 a .92 .94 a .94 a 
.10 .95 a .95 a .95" .95 a .95 a .95 a .93" .94 a .94 a 
.20 .94 a .94 a .94 a .94 a .93 a .94' .94' 94 a .94' 
.30 .94 a .95 a .95 a .94 a .94 a .95 a .95 a .95 a .95 a 
.50 .95" .95" .95 a .94 a .94 a .94 a .94 a .94 a .94 a 
Note. CIs is the standard interval, BP is the bootstrap percentile interval and BCa is the bootstrap bias-corrected 
and accelerated percentile interval. The 99% sampling interval for the expected coverage (i.e., 0.95) is 
approximately 0.95 土 2.576乂(0.95)(0.05) 71000= (0.93，0.97) 
a Observed coverage probability falls inside the 99% sampling interval 
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CHAPTER 7—DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
IRR has been introduced by Pearson (1903) for more than a century. Thomdike (1949) 
discussed the issue in detail and proposed Case 3 formula for correcting r to r�but no 
empirical study did assess the accuracy of r� . Moreover, Case 3 correction did not provide any 
standard error estimations of r�Fisher and Kendall SE formulae of r and partial r are 
common, yet they should be applicable to unrestricted sample. Since Chan and Chan (2004) 
have successfully provided us with the C-C approach for estimating the standard error of rc2, 
it is not unusual to further an empirical study on Case 3 restriction. This paper conducted a 
simulation study to examine the accuracy of Case 3 correction, and to further C-C approach in 
estimating the standard error of r^  and constructing the confidence intervals for p砂. 
In the first part of this paper, we assessed the accuracy of Case 3 correction. Data 
simulations showed that the average corrected correlations r^  were generally accurate in 
estimating the population correlation p^ . The accuracy of r^  improved gradually when 
sample size of Xr and Yr increased, or when selection ratio increased, or both increased. 
Regarding the influence of p^ and on r � L - L was the most undesirable condition. The 
data points in Xr and Yr were forced to be consistent with those in unrestricted Z, thus their 
variability was limited and different from the original unrestricted X and Y. 
In applied personnel selection with IRR, it is difficult to control the population 
correlations p巧，p^ and . We should manipulate the restricted sample size Ur and the 
selection ratio 7t to make the Case 3 correction reliable. After summarizing the PBrS in Table 
3, we recommend that the minimum /^for reliable correction should be 60 and n should be 
greater than .20; but when rir increased to 100，n could be as small as .05. As a result, out of 
the total ninety-six absolute percentage biases in the targeted model conditions, only four of 
them were greater than 10% which were observed under "L-L and In other words, 
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to correct the bias by Case 3 formula appropriately, we can recruit at least sixty job applicants 
to join the second round test X. This means that the sample size of job applicants in the first 
round test ranges from 120 to 300 with selection ratio varying from .50 to .20. It is even more 
desirable if we can recruit at least 100 job applicants to join the second round test despite the 
influence of small selection ratio. This sample-size range in the first round test is manageable 
and common in recent applicant-selection process. For example, regarding the trainee 
program for graduates, many companies invite hundreds of applicants to do an online aptitude 
test (i.e., Z). Some companies may not handle hundreds of applicants, but sample size as small 
as 120 in the first round test is reliable enough for accurate Case 3 correction. Generally 
speaking. Case 3 correction is very applicable to real personnel selection. 
In the second part, our simulation studies showed that the bootstrap standard 
A 
QvrorSE B was extremely accurate. Without any other common methods for standard error 
estimation of r^, the C-C approach provided a favorable choice when data is subject to IRR. 
A 
However, although SE b was found to be reliable, its related standard interval for p^yWas not 
as accurate as other percentile-based intervals. Our simulation studies provided strong 
empirical evidence for the superiority of percentile-based intervals through the investigation 
of the coverage probabilities that fell inside the 99% sampling interval. Comparing the two 
percentile-based intervals in this paper, although both the BP and the BCa interval were 
generally accurate, the BP interval outperformed the BCa interval when p巧 was large. For 
statistical inference in applied personnel selection under indirect range restriction, we 
recommend the use of BP interval, since it was found more accurate than BCa interval and is 
less computationally demanding than BCa interval. 
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CHAPTER 8—LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER DIRECTIONS 
To conclude, our simulation studies provided strong empirical evidence for the 
superiority of the bootstrap C-C procedures in personnel selection that is subject to IRR. 
Specifically, we suggested that the size of the restricted sample rir should be at least 60 and 
the selection ratio n should be greater than .20 as a rule of thumb respectively for a reliable 
Case 3 correction. We also demonstrated a reliable bootstrap C-C approach in the estimation 
of standard error of r�and a desirable BP interval for statistical inference. 
However, we still encountered some limitations and these could suggest some further 
research directions. First, the number of model conditions was relatively small with 
limited p 巧 , , � a n d n . It was not as comprehensive as other empirical studies such as 
Aguinis and Whitehead (1997) that included nine population correlations (i.e., from 0.1 to 0.9 
with 0.1 incremental). Second, the present study did not include complete and incomplete 
truncations, as being tested in the Case 2 correction by Chan and Chan (2004). Third, we did 
not examine the C-C procedures with a real example in I/O psychology. Further research can 
review a published data set in I/O psychology, run it with the proposed procedures, and assess 
if the results are appropriate. 
Fourth, IRR can occur when the number of Z is greater than 1. For example, in 
personnel selection, a restricted sample of applicants may have already been screened by two 
different tests, such as cognitive and personality tests (Z； and Z2), before analyzing the 
correlation between aptitude test (JQ and performance appraisal criterion (F). This 
phenomenon is also common when company requires more than two rounds of test before 
recruiting successful applicants. Partial correlation formula for more than one Z is available 
(e.g. Ghiselli, Campbell, & Zedeck, 1981), but its standard error estimation is limited. The 
bootstrap C-C approach can fill this research gap. 
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Finally, Alexander (1990) proposed an alternative formula in which he believed it is 
more reliable and accurate than Case 3 formula. The correction formula is 
( \ f / \2ir r ^ 
r , = r ^ ^ + 1 - ^ 1 - ^ 
^ HdkJI UJ1 UJ; 
where the 士 sign is positive when r^ z and ryz are of the same sign and negative when they are 
of opposite sign, S^ = y j l - d + s^f and 5•，= . Further 
research can apply the C-C approach to this formula. 
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Appendix A 
A SAS/IML programming 
proc iml; 
/•trials is the no. of replications of data simulation with sample size = n; 
mu is the sample mean; sigma is the population covariance matrix; 
result is the data matrix containing the unselected samples 
tn is the total sample size 
im is the unselected sample size 
m is the restricted sample size 
rc is the column matrix containing correlation corrected for range restriction*/ 
/* Subroutine of calculating correlation of a given matrix*/ 
start coiT(input,cor,std); /* input is the input data set*/ 
nro w=nro w(input)； 
ncol=ncol(input); 
mean=input[:,]; /*mean of each variable*/ 
sscd=input�*input-nrow*mean�*mean; /*calculate sum of square*/ 
cov=sscd/(nrow-1); 
std=sqrt(diag(cov)); /*std is the standard deviation*/ 
invsd=inv(std); 
cor=invsd*cov*invsd; /*cor is the correlation*/ 
finish corr; 
/* Subroutine forjackknife*/ 
start jack(matrix, jk); "matrix as the input column matrix*/ 
nr=nrow(matrix); 
jk=j(nr-l,nr,379377373); 
jk[, 1 ]=matrix[2:nr]; 
jk[,nr]=matrix[l :nr-l]; 
do j=2 to nr-l; 
jk[ j]=matrix[l :j-l]//matrix|j+l :nr]; 
/*jk is a matrix containing thejackknife samples*/ 
end; 
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finish jack; 
/* Subroutine of calculating correlation corrected for range restriction*/ 










total 一mu=repeat(mu_t,tn, 1); 
sigma_root=root(sigma); 











input=input[tn:l J ; /*sort input by descending order: whole data set*/ 
fudata=input; 
redata=input[l :m,]; /*whole restricted X，Y，Z data*/ 
undata=input[m+1 :tn,3]； /*whole imselected Z data*/ 
finish sort; 






sigma={1.0 0.8 0.8, 
0.8 1.0 0.3, 




m=l 00; /*m is the restricted sample size*/ 
pi=0.5; /*pi is the selection ratio*/ 
rollxy=0.8; 
/*end of user input*/ 
/*common equations*/ 





un=tn-m; /*im is the unselected sample size*/ 
jkco=j(m�3,0); /*jkco is the matrix containing the correlation of the 
restricted jackknife x，y，z*/ 
jksz=j(m’l�0); /*jksz is the matrix containing the standard deviation of the 
restricted jackknife Z data*/ 
jkr=j(tn, 1，0); /*jkr is the matrix containing the corrected jackknife correlation*/ 
cv=abs(probit(alpha)); /*cv is the critical value at alpha level*/ 
ci=j(trials,2,0); /*ci is the standard interval*/ 
cip=j(trials,2,0); /*cip is the bootstrap percentile interval*/ 
bca=j(trials,2,0); /*bca is the bootstrap bca interval*/ 
rc=j(trials, 1，0); /*r is the matrix containing all the corrected correlation*/ 
popurxy=j (trials, 1，0); 
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allre=j(m*trials,3,0); 
allim=j(im*trials,l ,0); 







/* Data sorting*/ 
do i=l to trials; 








/* Compute correlation and standard deviation matrix*/ 
toz=redata[,3]//iindata; /*toz is the column matrix containing all the Z data*/ 
run coiT(toz�cor�std); 







/* Compute correlation corrected for range restriction*/ 
run equ(unsdz, resdz, rerxy, rerxz, reryz, q); 
rc[i]=q; /*plug in estimate*/ 
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print meanrc; /*For HI*/ 
obse=sqrt((rc�*rc-trials*meanrc*meaiirc)/(trials-l)); 
/* For H2*/ 
do i=l to trials; 
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end; 
run corr(btre, cor, std); 
corxy=cor[ 1,2] ； /*correlation between restricted x and y*/ 
corxz=cor[ 1,3]； /*correlation between restricted x znd z*/ 
coryz=cor[2,3]； /*correlation between restricted y and z*/ 
ssz=std[3,3]； /* ssz is the standard deviation of the restricted z data*/ 
do g=l to brep; 











/* To check if all the selected bootstrap data are the same*/ 
meanu=u[:]; 
ssu=u' *u-m*meanu�*meanu; 
if (ssu<= IE-10) then goto efgl; 






do while (j<=im); 
brem[j,]=btun[u|j],]； 
j=j+l； 
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end; 
/* To check if all the selected co-bootstrap data are the same*/ 
meanu=u[:]; 
ssu=u�*u-un*meanu' *meanu; 
if(ssu<= IE-10) then goto efg2; 
bsz=bs[，3]//brem[，]； 








run equ(tsdz, bssdz, bsrxy, bsrxz, bsryz, q); 
bsrc[g]=q; 
end; 
bsmeanrc[i,]=bsrc[:,]; /*bsmeanrc is the correlation corrected for range restriction by 
Bootstrap method*/ 
/* (4) Compute the bootstrap standard error*/ 
se[i，]=sqrt((bsrc�*bsrc-brep*bsmeanrc[i,]*bsmeanrc[i,])/(brep-l)); 





if ci[i,l]<rollxy then if ci[i,2]>rollxy then 
checkci=checkci+l; 
/* (6) Construction of bootstrap percentile interval*/ 
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/* rank bsrc*/ 
temp=bsrc; 
rank=rank(bsrc); 




upper=brep*( 1 -alpha); 
lower=brep*alpha; 
if lower^=int(lower) then lo wer=int(lo wer)； 
if upper^=int(upper) then upper=int(upper)+l ； 
if lower<l then lower=l; 
if upper>brep then upper=brep; 
cip[i, 1 ]=bsrc[lower] ； /*cip[l] is the lower limit of the interval*/ 
cip[i,2]=bsrc[upper]; /*cip[2] is the upper limit of the interval*/ 
if cip[i,l]<rollxy then if cip[i,2]>rollxy then 
checkcip=checkcip+l; 
/* (7) Construction of bootstrap bca interval*/ 
/* Calculate zo*/ 
do j=l to brep; 







/* Calculate acceleration*/ 
run jack(bszjkpopu); 
run j ack(btre[, 1], jkx); 
run jack(btre[,2], jky); 
run jack(btre[，3]，jkz); 
do c=l to m; 
jkresam=jkx[,c]|[jky[,c]|ljkz[,c]; 
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if c<=m then 
Do; 





















do c=l to tn; 
acc 1 =acc 1 +(mjkr-jkr[c])##3 ； 
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acc2=acc2+(mjkr-jkr[c])##2; 
end; 
acc=acc 1 /(6*(acc2##(3/2))); /*acc is the acceleration*/ 
bcal=brep*probnorm(zo+((zo+probit(alpha))/(l-acc*(zo+probit(alpha))))); 
bcau=brep*probnorm(zo+((zo+probit(l-alpha))/(l-acc*(zo+probit(l-alpha))))); 
if bcal^=int(bcal) then bcal=int(bcal); 
if bcau^=int(bcau) then bcau=int(bcau)+l; 
if bcal<l then bcal=l; 
if bcau>brep then bcau=brep; 
bca[i, 1 ]=bsrc[bcal] ； /*bca[l] is the lower limit of the interval*/ 
bca[i,2]=bsrc[bcau]; /*bca[2] is the upper limit of the interval*/ 





c 1 =(meanrc-rollxy)/rollxy; /*cl is the assessment criterion 1*/ 
c2=(bsmeanse-obse)/obse; /*c2 is the assessment criterion 2*/ 
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Figure Caption 
Figure 1. A hypothetical data set describing the effect of S-S and L-L on Case 3 correction. 
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S-S, p砂= M , n r = 10, ；r=.50 L-L，p^ = .80nr=10, ；r= .50 
z x r ^ y 
~ ^ 1 0 0 97 99 
99 89 91 99 95 91 
98 78 76 98 96 97 
98 51 31 98 90 89 
97 91 86 97 93 95 
96 61 59 96 90 90 
96 64 51 96 91 90 
95 75 83 95 89 88 
94 71 74 94 89 90 
— ^ 69 U - J S n — - ^ 邸 h j 
• occurs 
Note. Higher scores represent better performance 
Under S-S, although X and Y are Under L-L, since the restricted scores 
indirectly range restricted by Z, the in X and 7 depend on the unrestricted Z, 
data points in the restricted Xand Y they are forced to be high scores 
are relatively free from the influence consistent with the unrestricted Z, thus 
of restricted Z. As a result, their their variance is very limited and 
variance is greater which is more cannot represent the original 
representative to the original unrestricted data points, 
unrestricted X and Y. 
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